£11 each

Shaken? Stirred? Extra dry? and
how many olives was that?
The classic Martini is a drink of
mystery with a thousand questions,
each made uniquely for you.
No two people’s Martinis are ever
made the same.

MARTINI

A custom cocktail from our
bartenders here at The Clarendon.
The Tangerine Dream was made
especially for those of you with
a sweet tooth!
With its orange base and driving
force of gin, this cocktail has been
likened to an alcoholic sherbet.

TANGERINE DREAM

The espresso martini stands as one
of the most popular drinks of the
last decade.
With its tart opening blow and sweet
soothing after taste, this drink is a
perfect way to start your evening.

ESPRESSO MARTINI

A delectable combination of freshly
made sour whisky with a cold red
wine head. This drink brings a truly
unique experience to the evening,
and leaves a lasting palate memory.

NEW YORK SOURS

The great drink of ships passing in
the night and hot summer days under
large leafed trees. This coconut and
pineapple flavoured cocktail takes
you on a strong tropical journey, even
on the dullest of days.

PIÑA COLADA

Made famous by the movie, The Big
Lebowski, the White Russian is
completely unique drink that
combines ingrediency often unseen.
It’s not every day you sip milk, vodka
and Kahlua in delicious combination.

WHITE RUSSIAN

From Sinatra to Churchill, the
Old Fashioned has been a staple of
every cocktail bar since the 1800s.
A good whisky, sweetened and
bittered. What more is there to say
than ‘enjoy.’

OLD FASHIONED

Another Clarendon original, this
gin and tonic is something a little
bit special. A delicious rhubarb gin,
aromatic tonic, a Campari combo
with added citrus from fine
grapefruit slices.
Sharp, bitter and pleasantly sweet,
this drink is fantastically refreshing
and natural in flavour.

WITCHING HOUR

A delectable combination of freshly
made sour whisky with a cold red
wine head. This drink brings a truly
unique experience to the evening,
and leaves a lasting palate memory.

ESPRESSO MARTINI

The espresso martini stands as one
of the most popular drinks of the
last decade.
With its tart opening blow and sweet
soothing after taste, this drink is a
perfect way to start your evening.

TANGERINE DREAM

A custom cocktail from our
bartenders here at The Clarendon.
The Tangerine Dream was made
especially for those of you with
a sweet tooth!
With its orange base and driving
force of gin, this cocktail has been
likened to an alcoholic sherbet.

MARTINI
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Cocktails

NEW YORK SOURS

Shaken? Stirred? Extra dry? and
how many olives was that?
The classic Martini is a drink of
mystery with a thousand questions,
each made uniquely for you.
No two people’s Martinis are ever
made the same.

£11 each

WITCHING HOUR

Another Clarendon original, this
gin and tonic is something a little
bit special. A delicious rhubarb gin,
aromatic tonic, a Campari combo
with added citrus from fine
grapefruit slices.
Sharp, bitter and pleasantly sweet,
this drink is fantastically refreshing
and natural in flavour.

OLD FASHIONED

From Sinatra to Churchill, the
Old Fashioned has been a staple of
every cocktail bar since the 1800s.
A good whisky, sweetened and
bittered. What more is there to say
than ‘enjoy.’

WHITE RUSSIAN

Made famous by the movie, The Big
Lebowski, the White Russian is
completely unique drink that
combines ingrediency often unseen.
It’s not every day you sip milk, vodka
and Kahlua in delicious combination.

PIÑA COLADA

The great drink of ships passing in
the night and hot summer days under
large leafed trees. This coconut and
pineapple flavoured cocktail takes
you on a strong tropical journey, even
on the dullest of days.
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